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Our Focus Today

• Virtual Meeting Key Considerations
• Agenda Planning = Successful Virtual Meetings
• Planning for Challenges and Worst Case Scenarios
• Your Questions and Challenges

What Kind of Meetings?

Public Meetings
Interagency Meetings

Context

Creative thinking
Trust in government is steady at 70%
Big ‘town halls’ are happening

Virtual Meetings
Higher Level Key Considerations

To meet or not to meet?
Is it urgent?
Is it important?
Is it tone-deaf?

What is the context?

Virtual Meetings – Key Considerations

Technical
Capacity

Facilitation

Outreach

Virtual Meetings

Technical Capacity

Planning

Testing

Virtual Meetings – Key Considerations

Planning
Scale of the meeting

Civility & Professionalism Accessibility and Equity

✓Approximate the number of
participants
✓Ensure the format has the
capacity for that volume

✓Confirm & understand ability ✓Not all Californians have web
to mute participants (leaders
access
& public)
✓Have a phone number for
✓If applicable, confirm how
participants to call into
platform will allow staff to
✓Ensure both the dial-in and
scan comments and questions
web links are in all public
notices

Virtual Meetings – Key Considerations

‘Testing' – Dry Run(s)
Prep Your Panelists

Sound

✓Image. Consider sharing tips or an
article about setting up image or
‘view’ seen from home office by
video (i.e. check lighting, height and
angle of camera, neutral
background)

✓Test all presenter and speaker
microphones for voice clarity and
ease in muting
✓Review any other etiquette that
might be useful for your meeting

Virtual Meetings – Key Considerations

Staffing
Beyond typical staff support

Helping the Public Trouble Shoot

Organizing Public Comment

✓Have one person identified to be available
✓Have one person (or more) identified to
before and during the meeting to help the
review and organize comment or questions
public trouble-shoot: log-on, mute/un-mute
from the public
✓This person’s contact information should be ✓Practice pre-meeting how this staff member
available in public notices and on your
will communicate with your Chair or meeting
website.
facilitator
✓Note: this should be a person without other
responsibilities in the meeting

Virtual Meetings

Facilitation
Create a
Facilitation Plan

Acknowledge this is
‘Overcommunicate’
Different

Virtual Meetings – Key Considerations

Facilitation
Create a ‘Facilitation Plan’

“Overcommunicate”

• Or annotated agenda to
✓Have talking points to ‘over
include…
communicate’ at the beginning
✓who will lead each agenda item
✓Order of the agenda, format of
agenda items, how public
✓contingency plans for each
comment will work
agenda item or issues
✓identifies meeting and/or agenda ✓At least twice: Explain how
comment –beginning & prior to
item goals
taking public comment

Acknowledge this is
Different
✓Plan to acknowledge the process
might feel different
✓Your agency values public input
highly
✓Your agency appreciates their
patience as the organization
becomes proficient with new
platforms and processes

See separate facilitation plan template for more detail

Example Facilitation Plan
#
1

2

3

4

Time
9:00
10:00 am

10:10

11:00

12:00

Agenda Item
Pre-meeting
Welcome
•
Introductions
•
Agenda Review
Presentation 1
•
Q/A

Title of Decision Item
•
Review of key items for
consideration
•
Public comment
•
Decision

Adjourn

Lead

Notes
Test audio of presenter 1 presentation

Chair Name

Presenter 1
Name,
Affiliation

Names

[Example of detailing a “plan B” if video won’t play during
meeting]
Chair X introduces speaker and reads truncated bio.
Presentation will be 6-8 minutes; 15 min for Q&A
Slides have one video. If for some reason video does not
load plan to refer to link on website where participants
can view it on their own. Presenter 1 will also be ready to
provide a 1 minute description of the video and the key
point she wanted to make with it.
Staffer ___ will manage queue of questions as Board
members ‘raise their hands’ through the Messaging
button. Staffer __ will direct message chair with order of
members to ask questions.
If no one has a question or comment Chair will run
through member list alphabetically to check if there are
comments.

Virtual Meetings

Outreach
Accessibility,
Local
Equity
Demographics

Individual,
Customized
Efforts

Virtual Meetings – Key Considerations

Outreach
✓Ensure up to date information on website
✓Easily accessible directions for accessing platform (i.e. WebEx, Skype, Zoom, etc.)
✓Create or review list of communities and groups interested or impacted
✓Check demographics for ethnic diversity as a tool for going ‘beyond the usuals’
✓Language access (translation, interpretation)
✓Consider targeted individual emails local groups
✓Consider phone calls to key leaders to ensure they are informed
✓Ask targeted leaders to help spread the word about your meeting
✓Consider ‘tagging’ social media handles of key groups as part of social efforts

Agenda Planning = Successful Virtual
Meetings

Building a Successful Agenda
Appropriate
Presentations

Key Take-Aways
(Have Some)

Clear, Concise,
Attractive
Visuals
Other
Considerations

Appropriate Presentation Length
Keep Presentations Under 10 Minutes
✓Ask for presentations to be 8 minutes
✓Gives wiggle room
✓Especially online, attention spans are limited
✓If the presenter needs more than 10 minutes break up content
✓Between Sections
✓Allow for ‘questions of clarification’ and/or substantive questions
✓Meeting leader must be strong & clear about limiting questions
between each presentation section

Concise, Clear & Attractive Visuals
Ensure Your Slide Deck Looks Good

✓Prior to meeting ‘dry-run’ a staffer should run through the presenters’
slides
✓Ideally, have staffer do initial run through of the presentation on
platform
✓Allows the actual dry run to be focused on technical aspects of the
platform working smoothly
✓Do not be shy about asking for edits, or for staff to improve slides.
✓Presentation materials might be majority of what your audience sees
during your meeting it is important they are attractive and professional

Key Take-Aways (Have Some!)
Are there key actions you need from the meeting?

✓How will you ensure those issues come up or are moved to action?
✓In ‘wrap up’ section of the meeting (prior to adjourn) be sure to
summarize:
✓Key communication messages
✓Key take-aways for a given stakeholder segment/ member/
community
✓Summarize action items

Additional Considerations
Breaks
✓Similar to in-person meetings, depending on the length and
nature of your meeting, it may be appropriate to take a 10 –
15 minute break during the middle of your meeting.

Ground Rules
✓Ground rules are not necessary for every meeting. It will be
up to your team to decide.
✓To some degree, many challenges found at in-person
meetings (side bar conversations, non-verbal interaction)
become moot with virtual meetings

Additional Considerations
Stakeholder Check-In or Design Team
✓For ongoing group meetings and/or meetings of a complex or controversial
nature, consider having a “design team”
✓A design team could include two to four meeting participants who represent
different perspectives
✓i.e. environmental, industry, labor, local government
✓Options for gathering input and opinion on your meeting agenda which include:
✓Having folks participate in pre-meeting calls to ensure balanced approach
✓Individual phone calls to talk through agenda ideas (prior to having a draft
agenda)
✓Individual phone calls to react to draft agenda and provide feedback

Challenges and Worst Case Scenarios

Plan for the Worst-Case Scenarios
What if it is necessary to shut down the meeting?
✓What will you say if you need to shut it down?
✓What if there are hundreds of participants who
want to comment?
✓Does your platform let you continue on past the
initial allocative time slot? Or will it cut you off?

Be Ready for Glitches
Be Ready to Truncate

“Stock” or Filler Sentences

• How will any given agenda item be
shortened if previous item runs long?
• Options include:
• ask presenter to shorten presentation;
• limit Q/A;
• eliminate Q/A for this meeting;
• decide to break the item in two, with
one piece at the day’s meeting and
the other piece at a future meeting;
• postpone the item to a future
meeting.

• Have a few ‘stock’ sentences ready if
there is a glitch.
• What if your Chair accidentally
disconnects?
• Likely the E.D. /Director will take over,
but
• Continue on as planned until the
chair comes back?
• Or stall until the chair is back (for
example if there is a decision to be
made)?

Keep the Meeting on Track
Example Responses

Over-Talking

Staying on
Time

Off Topic
Conversation

Never Ending
Discussion

Over-Talking ~ Example response
“I realize it can be more challenging with our virtual format
to know when to jump in, but I am keeping a queue. We
will use the queue in order for all voices to be heard. I’ve
got __(name), then (name), then (name). Would anyone
else like to get in the queue now? As we are limited with
time on this item, I ask that we all keep our comments as
concise as possible,. Ok, [first person’s name) please go
ahead, and then we will be going to (person 2 name).

Staying on Time ~ Example Responses
“We have about __ minutes for Q/A. Let’s see if we can take at least 3
questions

“We are going to have time for just one more question”
“My apologies, but I am not going to add anyone else to the queue at this
time as we have only [fill in] (3/ 6 minutes left or we are over time)

“I know it is important to all of us to stay on time so we can dive into these
other key agenda items, therefore, I am going to push us to wrap this up”

Off Topic Conversation ~ Examples
If appropriate, consider using a “Parking Lot” or “Other Items” list.
“You have raised an important issue; I am listing that on our Parking Lot list to ensure we discuss it at
another time. At this time our focus is: _________.”
“I appreciate you sharing an issue that is important to you, at this time we need to stay focused on X,
but could you bring that back up when we talk about future agenda items during Wrap Up?”

[In this case the leader does not validate that the item is relevant or important, but is still polite. They
also do not promise to pick it up at a future meeting, just that the person should raise it again.]

Later agenda item. If something that will be covered later is brought up ask them if they can hold the
thought.

Before we move to Q & A

Never Ending Conversation ~ Example Responses
If there is an
issue or item
that could
have a neverending
discussion
the leader
needs to be
ready to
manage the
situation.

Note the amount of time available for discussion at
the beginning of the agenda item.
Note how much time is left periodically during the
discussion.
Note how many additional speakers/comments you
will likely have time for during the time allotted.
If there are many in the queue, ask all to be very
pointed to ensure all can contribute.
If time looks short, ask the group what they want to
do.

Shorten or eliminate another agenda item?
Take up the conversation at another meeting.
Extend the end time for the meeting (if so, by how many minutes).

Acknowledge time constraint; ask if anyone needs
additional information before making a decision on
the topic at hand.

If yes, more information is needed, propose another time to take up the
agenda item.
If no, use that as an opportunity to close the discussion and more to action.

Resources from Public Agenda
https://www.publicagenda.org/newsroom/digital-tools-for-engagement/

• A guide we produced on organizing and moderating online discussions
• The Civic Tech Field Guide describes a wide array of tools, including some for
engagement, and now has a special coronavirus response page. It is maintained by Matt
Stempeck, Micah Sifry, and our friends at Civic Hall.
• A list of digital engagement tools compiled by Susanna Haas Lyons for IAP2 Canada. The
report also includes a broader discussion about and recommendation for high-impact
digital engagement.
• Caitlyn Davison of the Orton Family Foundation created a brief index of online public
engagement tools that was republished and added to by Public Voice in New Zealand.
• Here is a basic primer we produced on public engagement that may be helpful for fitting
all these pieces together. This reflects many of the ideas and resources described in
deeper detail by Tina Nabatchi and Matt Leighninger (Wiley: 2015).
• We’ve written more about the potential of online tools here. And if you want to take a
deeper dive into the next set of online technologies and how they might aid—and
threaten—engagement and democracy, check out our paper on Rewiring Democracy:
Subconscious Technologies, Conscious Engagement, and the Future of Politics.

More Resources
Leadership Learning Community has crowdsourced and synthesized
a wonderful set of resources. It's not just a list of links, but synopsis of how
to meet and lead in this current moment

Odin Zackman has pulled together a similarly great list of resources
Vlad Moskovski has this one-pager on tools and best practices for virtual
meetings
Adene Sacks recommended these COVID-19 racial equity and social justice
resources. She also shared her team's community agreements for online
meetings
Thank you Water Board for this list

Never Ending Conversation ~ Example Responses
If there is an
issue or item
that could
have a neverending
discussion
the leader
needs to be
ready to
manage the
situation.

Note the amount of time available for discussion at
the beginning of the agenda item.
Note how much time is left periodically during the
discussion.

Q and A

Note how many additional speakers/comments you
will likely have time for during the time allotted.
If there are many in the queue, ask all to be very
pointed to ensure all can contribute.

If time looks short, ask the group what they want to
do.

Shorten or eliminate another agenda item?
Take up the conversation at another meeting.
Extend the end time for the meeting (if so, by how many minutes).

Acknowledge time constraint; ask if anyone needs
additional information before making a decision on
the topic at hand.

If yes, more information is needed, propose another time to take up the
agenda item.
If no, use that as an opportunity to close the discussion and more to action.

FACILITATING EFFECTIVE VIRTUAL MEETINGS
THANK YOU!
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